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Abstract. In this paper, two novel artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) structures are designed to realize 180 degrees of phase difference in a wideband frequency. These
two AMC structures are encoded as unit “0”and unit “1”,
respectively. By using Simulated Annealing algorithm, the
coding sequences of the coding metasurface can be designed, so that the radar cross section (RCS) reduction can
be realized as well. Compared with the metallic surface,
the simulation and measurement results of this presented
coding metasurface indicate that this coding metasurface
can reduce RCS significantly under normally incident
electromagnetic (EM) waves from 7 GHz to 20 GHz, so the
bandwidth is 96.3%, and the RCS under obliquely incident
waves also can be dramatically reduced as well. Furthermore, the RCS reduction of this coding metasurface is
better than that of traditional chessboard surface.

cross section (RCS) reduction. There are two main
methods to reduce RCS. One is to use perfect metamaterial
absorber (PMA) with near-unity absorptivity and ultrathin
structure, which was originally proposed by Landy et.al in
2008 [9]. From that time and ever since, researchers have
proposed many different kinds of PMA structures to
achieve high absorption in wideband frequency. The other
way is to use planar configuration. It means that with the
different combinations of artificial magnetic conductors
(AMC), phase cancellation can be achieved [10], so that
the RCS can be reduced as well. Many researchers and
scientists have combined various kinds of AMC structures
to form chessboard surfaces to reduce RCS in wide frequency band [11–13]. For example, M. Panquay proposed
a novel planar configuration based on thin AMC structure
to achieve low RCS [14], and Wengang Chen proposed
several kinds of chessboard surfaces to achieve wideband
and dual-band RCS reduction in low frequency [11], [12].
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In recent three years, the intriguing properties of coding metamaterials and metasurfaces have captivated the
interests and imaginations of leading scientists [10],
[13–17]. In [10], Tie Jun Cui came up with the concept of
coding metamaterial and gave examples of 1-bit and 2-bit
coding metamaterials. In the following few years, Tie Jun
Cui and his colleagues have designed different kinds of
coding metasurfaces. For example, they designed an anisotropic coding metasurface working in terahertz frequency
[15], and they also designed a transmission-type coding
metasurface working in terahertz frequency [18]. Shuo Liu
proposed frequency-dependent and dual-functional coding
metasurfaces at terahertz frequencies in [19]. Si Jia Li
proposed an ultra-broadband reflective metamaterial with
RCS reduction using coding methods last year [7], and Yi
Zhao designed a broadband diffusion metasurface by tailoring a single anisotropic element [20]. The coding metasurfaces can manipulate the EM waves significantly. In the
designs of coding metasurfaces, the coding sequences of
“0” and “1” elements are introduced to achieve various
functionalities of EM scattered fields, such as anomalous
reflection and scattered beam diffusion, to reduce RCS [20].

Coding metasurface, wideband, RCS reduction

1. Introduction
Metasurfaces are ultrathin planar artificial structures
composed of periodic or non-periodic unit cells which are
much smaller than wavelength [1–4]. By introducing abrupt phase shift to the surfaces, metasurfaces can perform
unique electromagnetic (EM) properties, such as anomalous refection and refraction, perfect lensing, invisibility
cloaking and polarization conversion [5], [6], which have
not yet been found in nature, so they have attracted much
research attention since their first presentation. One of the
most important applications of metasurfaces is EM cloaking which can be used to reduce the radar cross section
(RCS) of metallic or dielectric targets [7]. Metasurfaces
can be considered as effective two-dimensional structures,
and many researchers have focused on the properties of
metasurfaces that can control reflected and transmitted
waves [8].
With the urgent demand of stealth technology for
platforms, researchers have paid a lot of attention in radar
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The main objective of this paper is to design two
AMC structures whose phase difference can reach 180
degrees in a wideband frequency, and these two AMC
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2. Design of Unit Cells
One of the most important characteristics of AMC is
the phase variation of its reflection coefficient [12]. Generally, the reflection phase of AMC structure is 0 degree at
resonant frequency, while the reflection phase of perfect
electric conductor (PEC) is 180 degrees constantly [11].
Meanwhile, the reflection magnitude of AMC structure
with a lossless ground is unity. Based on the analysis of
conventional chessboard surface, the phase difference of
the proposed two AMC structures is aimed to reach 180
degrees as approximate as possible to achieve low RCS. In
this paper, two AMC structures which are composed of
circular loop patch and substrate are designed because of
their simplicity of design and proper characteristics. The
AMC with higher reflection phase is encoded as unit “1”,
while the AMC with lower reflection phase is encoded as
unit “0”.
Consider a unit cell of split circular loop, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The detailed geometrical parameters are:
p = 10 mm, r = 4.25 mm, w = 2 mm and h = 3 mm. The
size of unit cell for the coding metasurface is, in principle,
from λ/8 to λ/4; while the size of unit cell for the reflectarray or transmitarrays is typically over half wavelength (not
less than λ/3) [16]. The size of the unit cell we choose in
this paper is 0.26λ0 × 0.26λ0 (λ0 represents free space wavelength at the first frequency point where the phase difference of these two proposed AMC structures reach 180
degrees), and  is a variable.

w

r
Substrate

y

x
Fig. 1. Unit cell.

Reflection phase(degrees)

This paper is organized as follows. The design and
simulation of unit cells of AMC structures are introduced
in Sec. 2. The analysis and optimized coding sequences of
two AMC structures are presented in Sec. 3. Meanwhile,
the simulation comparison between the proposed coding
metasurface and conventional chessboard metasurface
consisted of the same unit cells is given in Sec. 4, and the
measurement result is given in this section as well. Finally,
the work is concluded in Sec. 5.
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Fig. 2. Co-polarized reflection phases under different  values
for both normally x-polarized and y-polarized incident
EM waves.
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structures can both realize total reflection. In this paper,
two AMC structures are designed to realize 180 degrees of
reflection phase difference in a wideband frequency. These
two AMC structures are encoded as unit “0” and unit “1”,
respectively. By using Simulated Annealing algorithm, the
coding sequences of coding metasurface can be designed,
so that the metasurface can redirect the incident EM waves
into different directions as many as possible and the RCS
of this coding metasurface can be reduced as well. Compared with metallic surface, the simulation and measurement results of this presented coding metasurface indicate
that this coding metasurface can significantly realize RCS
reduction under normally incident EM waves from 7 GHz
to 20 GHz, and the RCS under obliquely incident waves
also can be dramatically reduced as well. Furthermore, the
RCS reduction of this coding metasurface is better than
that of traditional chessboard surface.
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Fig. 3. Co-polarized reflection magnitudes under different 
values for both normally x-polarized and y-polarized
incident EM waves.

The split circular loop is located on the top of a substrate with a thickness of 3 mm and a dielectric constant of
2.65, and the bottom surface of the substrate is PEC. This
structure is simulated using Ansoft HFSS. The reference
plane of reflection phase is the upper surface of the AMC
structure, and the reflection coefficient characteristics of
the infinite array of this unit cell versus the angle  under
normally incident EM waves are illustrated in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3.
Figures 2 and 3 show that the co-polarized reflection
coefficient characteristics for both normally x- and ypolarized incidences are the same, which is caused by the
symmetrical structure of this unit cell. Figure 2 indicates
that the 180 degrees of phase difference can be reached if
the  values are properly chosen. It is indicated from
Fig. that the incident EM waves can be totally reflected
under certain  angles. The design purpose of this paper is
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respectively. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that both the magnitudes of two AMC structures can be unity, so the RCS
reduction of chessboard surface versus the phase difference
can be expressed by (2)

e
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 1  e j 
RCS reduction  10 log 
 dB.
 2 

(b)
Fig. 4. Unit cell of (a) AMC1 structure and (b) AMC2
structure.

to realize 180 degrees of phase difference and fully
reflection of incident waves. Guided by this principle, two
different unit cells with  values of 180 degrees and 0
degree, respectively, can be designed based on this split
circular loop. The split circular loop with 180 degrees of 
value is degenerated to a circular loop and the split circular
loop with 0 degree of  value is degenerated to a substrate.
The proposed unit cell of AMC1 is illustrated in
Fig. 4(a) and its detailed dimensions are as follows.
p = 10 mm, r = 4.25 mm, w = 2 mm and h = 3 mm. As
previously demonstrated in Fig. 2, the resonant frequency
occurs at the frequency where the reflection phase is 0
degree, so it can be seen that the resonant frequency of
AMC1 occurs at 7 GHz and the magnitude of reflection
coefficient can maintain unity at the whole operation bandwidth.
The proposed unit cell of AMC2 structure based on
substrate is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Its detailed dimensions
are as follows. p = 10 mm and h = 3 mm. It can be seen
from Fig. 2 that its resonant frequency occurs at 14.9 GHz
and its magnitude also can maintain unity at the whole
operation frequency.
Originally, the coding metasurface is the extending of
conventional chessboard surface, so the characteristics
analysis of coding metasurface can be based on that of
chessboard surface. An approximate expression of RCS
reduction of chessboard, compared with that of PEC, was
introduced in [11]

 is the phase difference between these two AMC structures. In the ideal case of infinite chessboard surface, the
10-dB RCS of a chessboard occurs within the (180° ± 37°)
angular range of phase difference between these two AMC
structures [11]. The phase difference between these two
AMC structures is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Figure 5 makes it clear that the phase difference between these two AMC structures can reach (180° ± 37°) in
the frequency band of 7.1 GHz–20 GHz, so these two proposed AMC structures can be used as unit “0” and “1” in
the design of coding metasurface.

3. Simulation and Discussion
Because the phase difference between these two proposed AMC structures can reach (180° ± 37°), the AMC1
based on circular loop can be encoded as unit “0” and the
AMC2 based on substrate can be encoded as unit “1”. In
order to satisfy the periodic boundary in the simulation,
a lattice which contains 4 × 4 elements of AMC1 or AMC2
is introduced in this paper, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The goal
of this paper is to design a surface which can redirect the
scattering energy into different directions as many as possible to minimize directional reflection. Guided by this
principle, the reflection phase from each part of the surface

2

 A e jP  A2 e jP 
RCS reduction  10 log  1
 dB.
2


1

2

(1)

A1 and A2 are the reflection coefficient magnitudes of two
AMC structures, and P1 and P2 are their reflection phases,

(2)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Unit lattice of the proposed coding metasurface:
(a) unit “0” and (b) unit “1”.
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should be distorted as much as possible rather than in
an equal shifting manner. Generally, the bigger the size of
the metasurface is, the better the diffusion effect can be obtained. However, considering the time cost of the simulation procedure and the overall scale of the metasurface,
an array which contains 7 × 7 lattices of opposite reflection
phases (0 and 180 degrees) but equal reflection magnitude
under normally incident waves is chosen in this paper to
illustrate the design method.

M  All elements=0 or 1

To make a better understanding of coding metasurface, a coding matrix M is introduced in this paper to describe the reflective coding metasurface

m11
M  




m71



m17
 , mij  0 or 1 .

(3)

m77

The distribution of lattice “0” or lattice “1” can be
arbitrary. According to the array theory, the scattered farfield function can be expressed as (4) under normal incidences [21]
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(4)

EF is the pattern function of a lattice, and AF is the array
factor. In this paper, EF is assumed to be fixed, and AF can
be expressed as (5)
AF 

 exp  j (m, n )  kD sin  [(m  0.5) cos   (n  0.5) sin  ].
7

(a)

7

m 1 n 1

(5)
θ and φ are the elevation and azimuth angles of an arbitrary
observe directions, respectively, φ(m,n) is the reflection
phase of each lattice and it can be translated into "0" or "1"
by 0 × 180 or 1 × 180, k is the propagation constant, and D
is the distance between two adjacent lattices.
The coding metasurface manipulates the EM waves
through different coding matrixes M. For example, scattered far-field patterns of different coding metasurfaces
based on the different coding matrixes are given in Fig. 8.
Using (5), it can be analyzed that the normally incident EM waves can be scattered as one single main beam if
all the elements of coding matrix are the same. From
Fig. 7(b) and (c), it can be seen that the normally incident
EM waves can be scattered into two main beams and four
main beams under these two different coding matrixes,
respectively, and case (c) is the conventional chessboard
surface. The coding matrix of case (d) is the random matrix,
and it can be seen that the normally incident EM waves are
scattered into several main beams.
In order to reduce RCS of coding metasurface, the
coding metasurface has to scatter the normally EM incident
waves into different main beams as many as possible, and
this can be achieved by using Simulated Annealing
algorithm because of its merits of simple description and
high efficiency. It is a method for local searching and begins
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Fig. 7. Different coding matrixes and their corresponding 3-D
scattered far-field pattern.

with an initial solution that is randomly modified in
an iterative process. This algorithm was inspired by the
annealing procedure in metallurgy, a technique involving
heating and cooling control of a material to increase the
size of its crystals and reduce its defects. Heating and cooling the material affects both the temperature and the thermodynamic free energy. The main parameters of Simulated
Annealing algorithm are the initial temperature T, the decreasing rate in each iteration , the final temperature Tf,
the number of iterations I and the merit function. In this
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paper, the parameters of T, Tf,  and I are set as 100, 0, 0.9,
and 3000, respectively. Let the initial coding matrix has 25
elements of “0” and the rest elements of “1”.
In order to realize low RCS performance, the optimized coding matrix should lead the desired scattering
field with smallest maximum value. So this issue can be
described as (6)
Fitness_value(M_best)=min(AF_max) .

(6)

AF_max is the maximum value of AF corresponding to
given coding matrix.

Fitness value

After 3000 times of iteration, the results of optimization are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that fitness value
declines rapidly during the first few iterations and tends to
become steady after 800 times of iteration. Compared with
the initial coding matrix and its corresponding AF_max,
the AF_max corresponding to the optimized coding matrix
can be suppressed significantly, as shown in Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Fitness evolution curve of optimization schedule.
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Based on this optimized coding matrix, the coding
metasurface can be designed as follows.

4. Simulation and Measurement
Simulations of the conventional chessboard surface
and the proposed coding metasurface are presented and
compared in this section using Ansoft HFSS, and the measurement result of fabricated coding metasurface is given in
this section as well. The bistatic RCS patterns also are
discussed in detail in this section.
As illustrated in Fig. 10, the substrate has the dielectric constant of 2.65 and a thickness of 3 mm, and the overall dimension is 280 mm × 280 mm (7.5λ0 × 7.5λ0). A conventional chessboard surface with same size is also simulated to compare with the coding metasurface, and the
chessboard surface is designed as follows.
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Fig. 10. The final design of optimized coding metamaterial.
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Figure 12(a) shows the boresight bistatic RCS of bare
PEC plate, chessboard surface and coding metasurface for
normally incident EM waves. Figure 12(b) shows the specular bistatic RCS of bare PEC plate, chessboard surface
and coding metasurface for obliquely incident EM waves.
The incident angle of obliquely incident waves is φ = 45°,
θ = 21°.
It can be concluded from Fig. 12(a) that the backward
scattered of a metal plate can be significantly reduced by
covering it with the proposed coding metasurface. As
demonstrated in Fig. 12(a), the boresight RCS is suppressed by at least 7 dB from 8.7 GHz to 11.3 GHz and by
more than 10 dB from 7 GHz to 8.7 GHz and from
11.3 GHz to 20 GHz for both x- and y-polarized incidences,
respectively. The boresight RCS reduction of the proposed coding metasurface is better than that of conventional

(b)
Fig. 9. (a) Initial coding matrix and its corresponding
scattered far-field pattern. (b) Optimized coding matrix
and its corresponding scattered far-field pattern.

Fig. 11. The design of chessboard surface.
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chessboard. Thus, the simulated RCS reduction bandwidth
of the coding metasurface is 96.6%. Figure 12(b) indicates
that compared with the metal with the same dimensions,
the specular RCS of the coding metasurface and chessboard surface can be significantly reduced under obliquely
incident waves as well.
The simulated 3-D bistatic far-field patterns of chessboard and proposed coding metasurface at different frequencies for normally and obliquely incident waves are
illustrated in Fig. 13.

7.9 GHz (Chessboard)

From Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, it can be concluded that the
main lobe of chessboard is scattered into four lobes, while
that of the coding metasurface is scattered into lobes in all
directions. Compared with the PEC structure with one
single main beam, these two structures of chessboard and
coding metasurface can achieve RCS reduction dramatically for both normally incident waves and obliquely incident waves, but the RCS reduction of coding metasurface
is much better because it can redirect the normally incident
EM waves in all directions equally. For bistatic detection,
the strong lobes of chessboard surface can be easily detected, while the coding metasurface can redirect the incidence into all directions so that it has no distinctly strong
lobes.

14.3 GHz (Chessboard)

In order to further verify the design of this paper,
a sample of the coding metasurface with the dimensions of
280 mm × 280 mm (7.5λ0 × 7.5λ0) is fabricated, as depicted
in Fig. 14. Both the scattered coefficients of bare PEC plate
and the coding metasurface are measured to obtain the RCS
reduction. The measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 15.

7.9 GHz (Chessboard)

7.9 GHz (Coding surface)

14.3 GHz (Coding surface)
(a)

7.9 GHz (Coding surface)

14.3 GHz (Chessboard)

14.3 GHz (Coding surface)
(b)

Fig. 13. Simulated 3-D bistatic scattered far-field patterns of
chessboard and coding metasurface at different
frequency points under (a) normally incident EM
waves and (b) obliquely incident EM waves (the
incident angle is φ = 45°, θ = 21°).

(a)

 

(b)
Fig. 12. The simulated bistatic RCS for chessboard, coding and
metallic surfaces under (a) normally incident waves
and (b) obliquely incident waves.

Fig. 14. Fabricated sample of coding metasurface.
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matrix of coding metasurface. Because the scattered fields
of coding metasurface are redirected in all directions, the
RCS can be reduced, and it has been verified with the
simulation and measurement results.
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Fig. 15. Measurement setup.
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